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Let Pl, ,v = (0, r) E 8 x r C R x [w”, be a (k + l)-dimensional ‘exponential 
family. Let & n E N, be an optimal similar test for the hypothesis {P>,+: y E r} 
(0 E 8 fixed) against alternatives P” 
(V&N is third order efficient in the(8ci.z: 
8i > 0, y1 E I’. It is shown that 
bf all test-sequences that are asymp- 
totically similar of level OL + o(n-‘) (locally uniformly in the nuisance parameter y). 
1. INTRODUCTION 
IA P,) Tj = (6,~) E 8 x rC Iw x W, be an exponential family. In [3] we 
have shown that the sequence of tests (r&)nsN , where p$, n E M, is u.m.p. in 
the class of all tests similar with respect to the nuisance parameter y for the 
hypothesis {P;“e,,,,: y E F] (0 E 8 fixed) against alternatives P;B,,vlj ,19, > 8, y1 E T, 
is asymptotidy e@ent in the class @,* of test-sequences that are asymptotically 
of level OL (continuously in the nuisance-parameter). Here, asymptotic efficiency 
of ($&N means that for all y E F, t > 0 the power of vs evaluated at local 
(contiguous) alternatives P~+tn-~j~,v) asymptotically attains the upper bound 
w, 77) = @Pa + 4%)t)~ g iven for the power functions of test-sequences 
in @,* (with A,, defined in (5) below). 
This concept of (absolute) asymptotic efficiency may be restated as follows: 
cTJn*LeN is asymptotically u.m.p. of order o(@) in the class @$. 
In the present paper we investigate higher order approximations of the power- 
function of the test VP,*. The problem is, whether the sequence (a$&,, of optimal 
(exactly) similar tests is also optimal within the class of asymptotically similar 
tests, or whether one can obtain higher ‘Lefficiency” by relaxing the requirement 
from exact to asymptotic similarity. 
In the theorem of section 2 we show that the test-sequence (v,JnsN is third 
order ejicient (i.e. asymptotically u.m.p. of order o(n-l)) in the class @J& of all 
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test-sequences (pJncN that are asymptotically similar of level 01 + o(n-l), 
locally uniformly in the nuisance-parameter y. [We skip the investigations on 
approximations of order o(n-liz), since the proof of the corresponding result on 
second order efficiency requires the same regularity conditions as used in the 
present paper. Furthermore, our result implies second order efficiency.] 
The fact that the conditional tests which are optimal within a restricted class 
of (exactly) similar tests remain optimal in asymptotic senses of the first (see [3]), 
second and third order efficiency within more general classes of asymptotically 
similar tests reveals an important property of these tests and gives an additional 
support to their use. 
Further investigations will deal with the open problem, whether it is possible 
to show that the test-sequence (&)nEN is asymptotically efficient of arbitrary 
order. 
In order to prove third order efficiency of (&)nEN we proceed in an analoguous 
way as in [3], i.e. we show that there exists an “envelope-function” Ec,‘,n’(t, .) 
(say) for the power-functions of test-sequences in Q~jz”,~ and that the power- 
function t + P;ZB+tn-1,2,rj(&) of vz agrees with Ezr)(t, 0, r) up to terms of 
order o(n+), uniformly for 0 < t < log n and locally uniformly in y E r. 
Let us give a short outline of the existing results and the problems arising 
in the present context. 
It is known from Bender [l], Theorem 2(i), page 1131 that there exists a 
function Eg,f’(t, +) such that for all (p&N E @;a , 
P;~+t,-liz*y)(%) < qy(t, 8, Y) + o(n-l), (1) 
uniformly in 0 < t < log n and locally uniformly in y E r. 
Furthermore, it follows from the definition of Ez,r) that we have in case of 
an exponential family, 
where H& is given in the appendix of Pfanzagl and Wefelmeyer [6, pages 70 
and 711. [Observe that some of the expressions in the presentation of H& 
vanish in case of an exponential family, as the moments of the form Lij,k res- 
pectively Li,jk are zero.] 
Consider now the subclass && of @& that contains all asymptotically efficient 
test-sequences (1 tS,,O))nPN which are based on a sequence of test-statistics S, , 
n E N, admitting a stochastic expansion of the form (3.1) in 16, page 531, i.e. 
S, =f-, + c + +‘“Ql(f; v..,j& , .) 
+ +Q,(r; ,... Jm, 7 -> + n-3’2L(2). (3) 
(For 1, see Definition (2.3) in [6, page 531; concerning the conditions on the 
expansion in (3) see the beginning of page 54 in [6].) 
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Then we obtain from Theorem 2 in [6, page 571, that for a test-sequence 
bn)neN in @,,01 3 
[Observe that in case of an exponential family the vector a(.) occuring in the 
result of the above cited theorem is zero (see the first two lines on page 57 in [6] 
for the definition of a and observe that h(*, 6,~) is identically zero).] 
The proof of our result now follows by showing that (p)$)&, E &2*,. and that 
the n-r/a-term Qr in the stochastic expansion (3) of the corresponding test- 
statistic F, (say) is independent of the vector w, i.e. depends only on first order 
partial derivatives of ,(S, 7 -+ logp(x, 6, T). Then, by construction, Qr(0, 0, w, .) ) 
= C(N, , *), which means that the non-negative n-l-term which has to be 
subtracted from Hi,, in the expansion (4) of the power-function of &, vanishes. 
By these considerations we obtain that (I), (2), and (4) imply our desired 
result. 
The main device in deriving that the test-statistic on which the optimal 
similar test rp$ 1z E N, is based, admits a stochastic expansion of the form (3), 
is to prove the existence of Edgeworth-expansions for conditional distributions 
An appropriate result of this kind has been given by the present author in [4]. 
Let us emphasize at this stage two essential facts. Firstly, the result of this 
paper rests upon the technique of Edgeworth-expansions and is therefore 
restricted to “continuous” probability distributions. Secondly, as can be seen 
by the above given outline of the problem, we heavily rely on the structure of 
the considered family of probability measures, i.e. we have used essentially the 
fact that our family of probability-measures is an exponential family. It seems 
to be impossible to prove in general that test-sequences ($JnsWI E @.& exist that 
are asymptotically u.m.p. of order o(n-r) in @& (see the remarks at the beginning 
of page 41 in [6]). 
In order to formulate our results we have to fix the following notation: 
Let (X, &‘, v) be a u-finite measure-space and assume that P, 1 at’, 71 = 
(0, y) E 0 x I’, where 0 C IF8 and rC Rk are open, is a family of probability- 
measures with v-densities of the form 
where R = (S, T)with S: X + R and T: X + W measurable. 
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Let the covariance-matrix Z = Z(T) of R be partitioned in the following way: 
where q1 = var(S) and &, = Cov( T). (It is easily seen that Z(q) = 1(v), where 
I(T) denotes the Fisher information matrix) 
Let, furthermore, 
For i,j, q = I,..., k + 1 define 
qi)(j)(Jd = 1 e, 7) W% 7) w, 7) PC% 7) v(4 
(5) 
(6) 
where lr(x, 7) = (a/$) logp(x, 7). 
Let 
V(Y) = ,2$,2 ex&-4r21~ YE R 
be the density of the (one-dimensional) standard normal distribution and denote 
by O(u), u E R, its distribution function. 
Let 
N, = @‘“(a), O<ol<l. 
For a random vector V: X -+ IFP we write (with x = (x1 ,..., x,,)), 
tQx, 7)) = n-l’2 i [qx,) - EJq. 
d=l 
For a nonnegative integer Y let finally, 
A,(q I, 6) = 1~ E Rk: x’Z$(T+ < (r + %, log nl, 8 > 0. (7) 
We shall use the following convention: If in a product an index occurs twice, 
this means summation over this index from 1 to k + 1 in case of a Roman index 
and from 2 to k + 1 in case of a Greek index. 
We shall now state the assunaptim to be used in our results: 
ASSUMPTION C. For every 7 E Q x I’ there exist a neighborhood V, of T, 
a real number ‘(7) 2 1, and a nonnegative function h( 0,~) E L@)( lFP+l) such that 
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Remark. Assumption C implies in particular that the covariance-matrix Z(q) 
(i.e. the Fisher information matrix I(T) is non-degenerate (see Remark 2(a) in 
[4]). Furthermore, it is obvious that Assumptions 1 and 3 of [4] (the latter for 
any integer s > 2) are fulfilled. 
2. THE RESULT 
The optimal (exactly) similar test ~2, n E N, has the form 
with T,(x) = Cr=, T(x,) and 
(9) 
where c& and y&, E [0, l] are chosen in such a way that the conditional ex- 
pectation of ~2, given T, = u, equals u for every possible value of u E W (see, 
e.g. formulas (6) and (7) in [3]). 
According to Remark I(a) in [4] for *every 71 E 8 x r there exists a natural 
number N,, such that for all n > N,, , all w E U, (with U,, given by Assump- 
tion C), and all possible values of u E R”, 
P,“(F, = 0 1 T, = u) = 0. (10) 
[By (10) we therefore obtain from (8) part of the assertion that (F*,),,,~ E &2*,= .]
THEOREM. Let Assumption C be fulfilled and let (q&EN be the test-sequence 
dejned in (8) and (9). Then un+rmly for 0 < t < log n and locally uniformly 
in y E .F, 
where H& is given in the appendix of [6], pages 70 and 71. 
This implies that (&neN is third order eJ%zieM iz the class @.& of all test- 
sequences that are asymptotically of level OL + o(n-l), locally uniftily in y E .l7 
Proof. The result in [3] implies that (r&!&N is asymptotically u.m.p. of 
order o(#) (see the Proposition (b) in [6, page %I}). Hence, the given asymptotic 
expansion for the power-function and third order efficiency of the test-sequence 
(v$)nohl follow from Lemma 2 below [applied for Y = 3 (to ensure the required 
form of the remainder term in the expansion (3)] in connection with the dis- 
cussions in the introduction (observe (l), (2), (4), and (10)). 
6831913-5 
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3. LEMMAS 
The following Lemma 1 enables us to prove in Lemma 2 the stochastic 
expansion (up to terms of order o(n-~/~)) of the test-statistic F, defined in (9). 
LEMMA 1. Let Assumption C be fuljZed and let r be a positive integer. Then 
there exist polynomials Qj,,, in (u, z) E 88 x Rk, j = I,..., r, w E 0 x f with the 
following property. 
For every q E 0 x r there exists a (compact) neighborhood W,, of r) such that 
uniformly in u E R, w E W,, , and z E A,(w, r, 2), 
= O(U) + v(u) f, r~-~‘~Q~,,(u, z) + o(n+/2) 
f=l 
where D,, = ?PwuLfL~*&(r~ (d(t) - 
(We consider in these sums z as the subvector consisting of the last k com- 
ponents of the vector ( y, 2) E IV+’ (see our summation convention).) 
Proof. Follows in a straightforward way from the theorem in [4] in connec- 
tion with the fact that q1 - Z&~,?12, = AZ (see (5) and the remark following 
formula (4) in [4]). Note, furthermore, formula (7) in [4] and that for every 
m E N u {O}, 
with a certain polynomial p,,, . [Hint for the calculation of Q1,w . Use, e.g. the 
form of PI,w given on page 242 in [5l, observe that (Z&& = -A;;lAI,, 
fi = 2,..., K + 1 and that uif, = LO in our case. Then, with g(x, z) = 
~~.w(-~~&% - AiYk 2)~ 
g(x, 4 = -x%., - x*a2.&) - x(~l,&) + a~.&), 
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where Q~,,,(z) is a certain polynomial in x. Consider now 
I 
21 
VW dx, 4 dx for v = u and v = co --m 
(the latter case yields an appropriate form of ~i,,,(z)).J 
In the following lemma we write 
w = (e, T), 7 E r, and w,(t) = (0 + tn-1/2, T), 7 E r, t E Iw 
LEMMA 2. Let Assumption C be fuljZed and let T be a positive integer. Then 
there exist polynomials Ry,, in z E Iw”, j = I,..., r, 0 < 01 < 1, w E 8 x r with 
the following property. 
For every y E I’ there exists a neighborhood V,, of y and a positive sequence 
(E%)),~N with lim,,, [n’k~‘(r)] = 0 (both depending also on the Jixed B E 0) 
such that unifmmly in / t [ < log n and r E V,, , 
PJJ~)(IF~ - Gt”,(*, w)I > E?(Y)) = o(n-r’2), 
where 
+ i n-“2Ry,,( PJx, w)). 
i=l 
We have in partinrlar, 
GM = --n;;‘2W Ql.w(Nm y.4 
with QI.,, defined in Lemma 1. 
Proof. Let 
,&(x, w) = n-1’2cz,,(n”2z + nE,T) - n1’2E,S (11) 
with ci,= defined in (9). 
(i) At first we shall show that there exist polynomials q,,, , j = I,..., r, 
and for every y E r a neighborhood V,, of such that uniformly in r E V, and 
z E A&J, r, 2) n fm(*, w)(X"), 
&&i, w) = .c,,(co) Z,;;'(w)z - A;;'"(w) N, 
+ LI;.‘~(uJ) j$l n-5’2RT,,(z) + o(r~-“~). (12) 
Let V,, be a neighborhood of y such that {O} x V, is contained in the neigh- 
borhood W, of 7 = (0,~) w ‘c hr h occurs in the assertion of Lemma 1. Since the 
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conditional expectation of & given FJ., W) = z, equals a for all possible 
values of x E IF, we obtain from (10) for n 2 N, , T E I/, , and z E pn(‘, w)(X~), 
(the last equality follows from (9) and (11)). 
Let 
5 = &%4[&(4 GbJb - i;n,a(% OH (14) 
Then (13), (14), and Lemma 1 (applied for r = 1) yield @((s) = OL + o(l), i.e. 
3 = iv, + o(l), 05) 
uniformly in 7 E V, and z E A,(w, 7, 2) n F,(*, w)(X”). 
Let Qj,W ,j = I,..., r, be given by Lemma 1. Then it can easily be seen that 
there exist polynomials Vj,W in (u, z) E R x II%*, j = l,..., r, such that uniformly 
in TE v,, u E B (where B is a bounded subset of R), and z E A,(w, r, 2) n 
R&(*, ww-9, 
=@U+~ ( n-j’2vj>w(u, z) + o(f+). j=l 1 (16) 
Hence, by (16), (1.5), (13), (14), and Lemma 1, 
.f + i ?r~‘2vj,w(s; a) = iv, + o(n-““), (17) 
j=l 
uniformly in 7 E V, and z E A,(w, r, 2) A Tn(*, w)(x”). 
Now (17) [in connection with (15)] immediately implies (12). 
(ii) Let &‘$), n E; N, be an upper bound for the remainder term in (12) 
(such that 1im,,+.@~*e(,‘~(~)] = 0). 
Since uniformly in 1 t [ < log it and T G V, , 
~:*ct)(R(*, 49) 6s 4&&), 7, 1N = o(n-‘9 (18) 
(apply the locally uniform version of Corollary 17.12 in [2, page 1781, for 
s = r + 2) and since ?‘Jx, w*(t)) E A,(w,(t), I, 1) implies T,(x, w) E A,(w, r, 2) 
for 1 sufficiently large, the assertion of Lemma 2 now follows from (18), (12), 
(9), ami (11). 
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